Undergraduate Awards

AGBIO Entrance Scholarships
Eliza Mae Acode
Nicole Anhorn
Sierra Cole
Paige Connor
Samantha Daku
Alexis DeCorby
Shelby Evans
Jaqueline Hoffman
Chaelynn Kitz
Matthew Kwiatkowski
Madelana Llazurko
Lyndell Nunn
Michelle Ostafe
Brenna Piecowye
Ashley Rodman
Valerie Rozwadowski
Cassidy Sim
Rachel Smith
Angela Treflak
Megan Wanchuk

AGBIO Renewable Entrance Scholarships
Gabrielle Achtymichuk
Hayley Bowling
Brieanna Davidson
Benjamin Dietrich
Hannah Friesen
Alyxandria Harland
Alyssa Johnson
Josh Myhr
Amy Pizzey
Logan Pizzey
Amanda Pufall
Michelle Ross
Aminah Sayed
Danielle Schlehahn
Chelsey Schoepf
Martha Smith
Jasmine Tenkink
Jacqueline Toews
Bailey Wilson
Celeste Wilson
Sarah Wist
Brianna Zoerb

Adeline and William Haberman Memorial Scholarship
Taryn Heidecker

Albert and Beatrice Trew Memorial Scholarship
Jacqueline Toews

Animal Nutrition Association of Canada (Alberta Division) Scholarship
Koryn Hare

Arnold and Emily Robinson Scholarship
Kyle Garland
Sarah Lechler

BASF Canada Scholarship in Plant Sciences
Alanna Orsak
Jacqueline Toews

Beatrice Murray Entrance Scholarship
Kimberley Power

Bert Hargrave Scholarship
Brigitte Hautcoeur

Bert Salloum Scholarship in Agricultural Economics
Logan Pizzey

BioVision Seed Labs Scholarship
Michelle Ross

Canadian Prairie Lily Society John Bond Scholarship in Horticulture
Sarah Wist

Canadian Prairie Lily Society T.A. (Andy) Dingwall Scholarship in Horticulture
Madeline Docherty

Carlson Scholarship in Renewable Resource Management
Anqi Chen

Charles C. Cook Student Leadership Award
Taylor Procyshen
Alexandra Staley

Chicken Farmers of Saskatchewan Award in Agriculture
Lynnae Ylioja

College of Agriculture and Bioresources Transfer Scholarship
Rayna Anderson
Shayla Hertz

David J. Welch Memorial Prize
Stuart Mufford

Douglas L. Gibson Memorial Award
Akaysha Duchek

Dow Agrosciences Scholarship in Agriculture
Jessica Slopek
Janelle Smith

Douglas Christie Ferguson Fund Scholarship
Kara Gervin
Eleanor Yates
Lynnae Ylioja

Dr. Keith Downey Undergraduate Scholarship in Agriculture
Andrew Reddekopp
Torbjorn Lokken
Jacqueline Toews
Sara Doerksen

Early’s Farm and Garden Centre Student Prize in Horticulture
Jessa Hughes
Amy Pizzey

Elmer Laird Memorial Scholarship for Organic Agriculture
So Yeon Shim
Katherine Stanley

Ernest Winn McKenzie Scholarship
Brianna Zoerb

Ewald M. & Donna I. Kitsch Scholarship in Crop Science
Rongrong Xiang

F. J. Fear Scholarship in Soil Science
Hana Ruf
Grow Community of Independents
- Class Prize
  - Chelsea Richter
  - Daniel Roelens
  - Ty Ross
  - Hana Ruf
  - Cassandra Schroeder
  - Amanda Schurman
  - Brendan Young

Harvey Scholarship
- Heather Brodsky
- Nicole Crossman
- Ella Fulmes
- Kylie Hutt
- Shawn Ingram
- Shantelle May
- Fiona Moser
- Landon Sealey
- Devin Serfas
- Jasmine Tenkink
- Shannon Walker
- Sarah Wist
- Scott Wood
- Rongrong Xiang

Howard Lindberg Memorial Award
- Braden Adam

James Donald Hardin Scholarship
- Marlan Evans
- Mark Karstens
- Danette Willford

Jickling Agricultural Scholarship
- Jessa Hughes

Jim Anderson Entrance Scholarship
- Shauna Gerlinsky
- Kelvin Hannah
- Jenny Markewich

John Mitchell Memorial Scholarship
- Amy Pizzey

Kelly Aulie Memorial Scholarship
- Katelyn Stehr

Larry Janzen Memorial Scholarship
- Everett Boots

Major Alfred Frank Mantle Memorial Scholarship
- Hannah Friesen

McConaghy Award
- Gabrielle Achtytmichuk
- Andrew Reddekopp

Molson Canada Book Prize
- Gabrielle Edwards
- Chenxuan Wang
- Xinyi Wei

NorthStar Genetics 10th Anniversary Scholarships
- Davis McCarthy
- Taylor Procyshen
- Katelyn Stehr
- Kali Kasper

Pat Toderian Scholarship
- Ella Fulmes
- Janelle Smith

Port Metro Vancouver Scholarship
- An Gel Liew

Robert T. Armstrong Scholarship
- Kimberly Williams

Robert and Maude Hale Scholarship
- Robyn Kary
- Ashley Sawyer

Roderick Alan McLean Memorial Award
- Anjika Attanayake Mudiyanse

Ron Gallaway Scholarship
- Andrew Reddekopp

Ross Johnson Memorial Scholarship
- Laci Schmidt

Rossnagel Scholarship for Academic Improvement
- Janelle Smith

Russell Fisher Scholarship
- Cassandra Schroeder

Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Scholarship
- Taryn Heidecker
- Kaitlin Kelly
- Chelsey Schoepp
- Bailey Wilson

SaskMilk Undergraduate Scholarship
- Karen Scott

Saskatchewan Wheat Development Commission Essay Award
- Devan Guenter
- Hannah Friesen
- Andrew Reddekopp
- Jacqueline Toews

Shand Greenhouse Education Prize
- Jenna Rae Fusick
- Brianna Zoerb

Syngenta Achievement Award
- Gabrielle Achtytmichuk

University of Saskatchewan Scholarships
- Gabrielle Achtytmichuk
- Sara Doerksen
- Brendan Loewen
- Torbjorn Lokken
- Jade Marshall
- Joshua Moats
- Seanna Pashulka
- Amy Pizzey
- Michelle Ross

University Diploma Scholarships
- Stuart Mufford

University Undergraduate Scholarships
- Joris Bertens
- Shawn Catherwood
- Erika Driedger
- Emily Faye
- Chelsea Gruber
- Genevieve Harvey
- Alora Hughes
- Robyn Kary
- Clara Kim
- Yun Lin
- Austin McGill

Student Excellence
University Undergraduate Scholarships continued
Stuart Mufford
Courtney Orsen
Logan Pizzey
Amanda Pufall
Yan Ran Tang
Sarah Thomas
Cheng Zhou

W.J. Copeland Scholarship in Crop Science
An Gel Liew

Walter Scott Scholarship
Andrew Reddekopp

William G. Barclay Scholarship
Amber Landels

William M. Farley Memorial Scholarship
Yun Lin
Logan Pizzey
Chelsey Schoepp
Yan Ran Tang

Graduation Awards (Awarded June 2015)

Distinguished Undergraduate Award in Animal Bioscience
Krista Davis

Elaine Partington Equine Thesis Award
Kaylee Wall

Frank Sosulski Graduation Prize in Plant Sciences
Jesse Bond

Fulton Family and Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Prize to the Most Outstanding Diploma Graduate
Andrew Reddekopp

Molson Canada Award of Excellence
Na Huang

Norman H. Pearce Prize to the most distinguished graduates in the Department of Animal and Poultry Science
Kelly Hammond
Haley Scott

PM & YY Huang Distinguished Undergraduate Award in Soil Science
Tracy Fehr

R.K. Baker Prize for Excellence in Poultry Science
Brittany Davis

Saskatchewan Horticultural Association Prize
Coral Stang

Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Gold Medal to the Most Outstanding Degree Graduate
Kerrie Andreas

William Allen Prize in Agricultural Economics
Amanda Gabruch

Post-graduate Awards

Agros Class of ‘43 60th Anniversary Award
Samuel Peprah

Alexander and Jean Auckland Post-graduate Award in Agriculture
Kiran Baral

Alexander Malcolm Shaw Memorial Graduate Scholarship
Yue Guo
Bin Ji
Silvia Menajovsky

Barbara and Frank Pavelich Post-graduate Scholarship in Soil Science
Xiaoyue Wang

C. Paul W. and Marianne M. Ziehlke Post-graduate Award in Agriculture
Chukwudi Amadi
Zoe Gillespie

College of Agriculture and Bioresources Post-graduate Award
Dustin MacLean
Blake Weiseth
Yunfei Jiang

Daniel Geddes Graduate Scholarship in Plant Sciences
Yunfei Jiang

Dollie Hantelman Agricultural Scholarship
Omid Mirzaei

Dr. Alfred E. Slinkard Post-graduate Scholarship
Maya Subedi

Dr. Robert E. Redmann Memorial Graduate Scholarship in Plant Sciences
Anjika Attanayake Mudiyanse

Earl David Mallough Scholarship
Konstantinos Xyntaris

F. V. MacHardy Graduate Fellowship in Grasslands Management
Anjika Attanayake Mudiyanse

Gerhard Rakow Legacy Award
Jennara Field

Hanson Award in Soil Science
David Bulmer

Harris and Lauretta and Raymond Earl Parr Memorial Scholarship in Agriculture
Endale Tafesse
Student Excellence

- **J. D. MacFarlane Scholarship**
  Lauren McDonald

- **John Baerg Award**
  Robin Brown

- **John Wickhorst Memorial Scholarship**
  Rebekah Esau

- **L. H. Hantelman Post-graduate Scholarship**
  Qian Wan

- **Martin Pedersen and Family Post-graduate Scholarship**
  Lindsay Griffith

- **Norman and Kathleen Lean Post-graduate Scholarship in Agriculture**
  Lauren McDonald

- **O. M. Elviss Post-graduate Scholarship in Agriculture**
  Olugbenga Phillip Soladoye

- **Paulden F. and Dorathia I. Knowles Post-graduate Scholarship in Crop Science**
  Karan Kapoor

- **Purdy Post-graduate Scholarship**
  Lauren McDonald

- **Putnam Family Memorial Award**
  Amanda Guy

- **R. P. Knowles Scholarship**
  Jennara Field
  Eric Gerbrandt
  Lindsay Griffith
  Kendra Meier
  Kirby Nilsen

- **Rene Vandeveld Post-graduate Scholarship in Crop Science**
  Kiran Baral
  Dilshan Benaragama
  Yunfei Jiang
  Ian Willick

- **S. N. Horner Graduate Scholarship in Agriculture**
  Erin Hopkins

- **Saskatchewan Pulse Crop Development Board Don Jaques Memorial Postgraduate Fellowship**
  Katherine Stanley

- **SaskMilk Graduate Scholarship**
  Rae-Leigh Pederzolli

- **Syngenta Graduate Research Award in Pulse Production**
  Vladimir Pajic

- **Syngenta Scholarship in Sustainable Agriculture**
  Samuel Peprah

- **Townley-Smith Scholarships**
  Rebekah Esau